









MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES
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CLIENT TECHNOLOGIES
Javascript + Tools [ grunt, bower, jasmine, protractor ]
Angular / Bootstrap / Lodash / Underscore
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS IN USE CASES
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IT-technology changes quickly. RADventure is on top of those changes and continuously adjusts it’s development 

processes accordingly when the technology is ready to use; this is easy for us, since IT is óur primary process. The 

knowledge and experience with the right tools, is our present to you: RADventure’s  .NET based software factory is 

deployed without cost with every application we build.
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STATE OF THE ART
AND PROVEN TECHNOLOGY

Your competitive edge is based on your own clever way to run your business. This demands a specific support for 

your processes from information management. Naturally you can cover standard processes with standard software, 

but our customers experience on a daily basis the advantages of specific support when it concerns their primary 

processes. Our strength lies in the co-operation with your own IT people who manage information and adjust your 

IT-infrastructure to a changing environment. That is how they enable you to develop your business. Exactly to that 

process, RADventure has something to add.
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And we succeed in doing so, working together with your  IT people.

At RADventure, we firmly believe it is!

IS IT POSSIBLE? A PARTNER IN IT?



COST AND QUALITY

(+31) (0)88 77 647 47

info@RADventure.com





www.radventure.com

radventure-b.v.
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3542 DP Utrecht 
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The capacity and knowledge required to build and maintain your applications, will vary in time; it will depend on 

your business needs. That is when RADventure will deliver the flexibility you need and make you less dependent on 

one or more individuals in your organization. It will increase the job satisfaction for your own staff and working with 

RADventure, they will find their professional peers. All of our services are delivered as if an extension of your own 

organization.
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Costs are important, of course. That is why 

RADventure implemented a smart way to use off 

shore development capabilities. All of our services 

are delivered from within the Netherlands 

(including hosting) while software development 

takes place in Argentina by well trained 

professionals. Apart from costs and quality, this will 

be hard for you to notice: the communication 

arrangements are excellent and response times 

(because of the time difference) are even shorter 

than with local development.
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You will save even more because you can use our 

services, only when you need them and you will find 

that our customized software development can be 

more cost effective than using standard software 

that needs to be adjusted. You will not be the first to 

partner with RADventure: NS, ESA, Reinærdt deuren, 

Fiat Group, Mercedes Benz and NedTrain have 

preceded you.

Do you have a specific IT issue you would like to 

address? Please, get to know our way of working: 

we will explain personally or we might even 

provide for a free pilot. 
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EXTENSION OF YOUR
IT PEOPLE?


